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Many years ago, I was a keen young
locum for an established family doc-

tor. One day, I was doing a routine check on
a prenatal patient in her sixth month. I did
the usual blood pressure and fetal palpita-
tion, while amusing the patient with my
banter. She looked quite annoyed, however,
at being examined by a doctor who looked
like a goofy teenager.

I checked the fetal heart with my stetho-
scope and was satisfied all was well.

“Aren’t you going to listen to the baby
with the machine, like the real doctor
always does?” she asked.

“Well of course I am,” I replied. I looked
around the room and noticed a large fetal
doppler machine in the corner. I confident-
ly grabbed the wand and turned the power
switch on. I remember being impressed by
the technological hum and the movement
of the arrows in the little dials. I lubed up
her belly and applied the wand. For the life
of me, I couldn’t get a heart beat. After a
few minutes, I began to perspire as the
patient became more anxious. Just then, the
baby moved. “Well it must be OK,” I thought.
“The damn machine must be broken.”

Upon closer look at the machine, I
noticed the words therapeutic ultrasound. I
had just given the fetus an ultrasound treat-
ment! As I began to panic I noticed the real

“Do you want me to pull it off fast or slow?”
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fetal doppler nearby. I regained my composure and
calmly said to the patient, “Well, we might as well use
this smaller one, as the big one seems to be broken.”

In case you’re wondering, there is no fee code for
fetal physiotherapy treatments.
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